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Velocity map images from surface-hopping;
reactive scattering of OH (2R+) + H2 (1R+

g)†

Christopher Robertson * and Martin J. Paterson

We study OH(R) + H2 - H2O(X) + H reactive scattering using two

potential energy models found in the literature. We analyze the

quenching channels and generate velocity map images (VMI) by

simulating quantum-classical trajectories of the quenched pro-

ducts. The initial conditions attempt to simulate supersonic jet,

molecular beam scattering experiments which we compare against.

The simulated results are able to elucidate the mechanisms behind

some of these experimental observations.

The Hydroxyl radical, a key oxidizing agent in atmospheric and
combustion processes, has been the subject of intense experi-
mental study.1–4 The presence of this radical is often monitored
using Laser-induced fluorescence on the A2S+–X2P band sys-
tem. The electronically excited species can lead to significant
energy release via quenching, as is the case with the Hydrogen
molecule, where two competing quenching channels are avail-
able; OH(S+) + H2 - OH(P) + H2 (non-reactive) or - H2O + H
(reactive). Understanding the impact of this process in the
OH(S+) lifetime is of importance. A complementary body of
theoretical work has been also taken place,5–8 given the rich
experimental data available. Much of this work culminated in
two analytic models by Truhlar et al.6 and Yarkony et al.,7 and
have more recently been used to perform dynamic simulations
with them (Guo et al.8,9) to estimate a number of observables.

In this communication we generate velocity map images
(VMI) and H product distributions, previously omitted.8,9 Velo-
city Map imagining is a mature and popular method for
obtaining simultaneous angles and velocities (and a wealth of
other implicit information) from scattering experiments.10 The
popularity of this method makes it a natural choice for com-
putational scientist to simulate, to effectively communicate
results with experimentalist. We performed semi-classical

trajectories on the potential energy surface (PES), used in
similar systems to study quenching11,12 and angular and velo-
city distributions.13–16 Numerical quantum mechanical propa-
gation and integration of these equations is a computationally
intensive and hard to generalize. In contrast, for semi-classical
trajectories the evaluation of velocity and scattering angles of
particles can be done irrespective of the size of the system,
using uniform phase-space binning procedures.17,18 Crossed-
beams experimental work by Ortiz-Suarez et al.4 was done on
the OH + D2 - HOD + D and obtained center of mass velocity
map images from simulations fitted to experimental data. Also
related, Lester et al.19,20 have performed Doppler profile mea-
surements for the reaction products of these isotopically ana-
logous systems under similar conditions. Finally, Brouard et al.
have recently measured absolute cross-sections for the compet-
ing channels for this system, as well as several other experi-
mental observables.3 Although this system is prototypical,
being small and with competitive quenching channels, the
PES description is nevertheless challenging. Although the
models emphasize different mechanistic aspect of the scatter-
ing process, they are able to provide rich insight into some of
the aforementioned experiments.

Two model PES are used here. A four-state diabatic PES
developed by Malbon, Zhao, Guo and Yarkony (MZGY)7 and a
three-state diabatic model developed by Shu, Bowman and
Truhlar et al. (FWW2).8 At certain OH/H2 distances beyond
2.5 Å we found in FWW2 a discontinuity of the OH stretch PE;
at such distances we switched to FWW1,6 which matches
FWW2 in most regions of the PES. Some PES cuts and cou-
plings are provided in ESI.† Intersection seams connect the S2/
S1 and S2/S0 along the H2 rotation in a planar configuration,6,7

where most quenching is expected.
We employed the SHARC code21 to integrate the equations

of motion, in the adiabatic representation, using the fewest-
switches algorithm22 on the non-adiabatic coupling provided
by the models. We also applied energy based decoherence23

and post-hopping parallel velocity rescaling (further details in
ESI†).
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The internal and rotational degrees of freedom (DOF)
are in their ground state. Given the afforded trajectories
(B25k per model) compared to similar examples13,15 we sam-
ple the orientations in fixed lattice points (used a Fibonacci
sphere). We used 16 lattice points for OH and 9 for H2. For
similar reasons we used regular lattice points for sampling the
impact parameter (IP) b, spanning 10 bohr (9 lattice points). We
used the Wigner distribuition obtained from the numerical
integration of the stretch mode for each diatom (far from each
other). These distributions where then sampled using Monte
Carlo (MC) (16 samples per lattice point). Because this is a form
of biased sampling (towards low IP), we weight the trajectories
when constructing the resulting observables by the cross sec-
tional area approximated by the bin width of that lattice point.
An additional thousand trajectories were added to high IP
lattice points. This results in 25k trajectories per model. A
collisional energy of 0.05 eV was used, within a few factors of
several experimental results discussed in the Discussions.

All trajectories were integrated until outgoing molecules
where at least 6 Å apart. Approximately 2.5% of FWW2 trajec-
tories lead to excessive energy changes during integration.
Further detailed images, such as ro-vibrational spectra are
offered as ESI,† as well as results for the FWW1 model.

Fig. 1 shows the branching ratio for the different channels
for both models. The non-quenching channels are dominant
and the quenched channels decrease as a function of IP.
Integrating the bins that contain some quenching, we get
92% (MZGY) and 86% (FWW2) of the cross section results in
non-quenching. Of the quenching channels, the non-reaction
channel is 3.8 (MZGY) and 4.1 (FWW2) times greater than the
reaction channel. By defining a OH/H2 intermolecular incom-
ing distance of 2.5 Å and outgoing distance 4.0 Å as cutoffs to
measure the mean lifetime of the interacting complex. We
found 155 (MZGY)/164 (FWW2) fs for non-reactive, 165/178 fs
for reactive and 167/360 fs for OH nascent H. For FWW2, the
incident H-facing OH (facing the incoming H2) compared to O-
facing OH, has three times the expected lifetime (ESI† for
details). Fig. 2 provides some insight into the initial quenching
mechanisms by plotting the number of first instance hopping
events weighted by the cross section as a function of the angle
between the OH and H2 bond vectors, y. The H2 vector is
defined as always pointing away from the Oxygen. Zero degrees
corresponds to the O-facing OH (facing the incoming H2), while
1801 to H-facing OH. Each cells show the differential cross

section as a function of y for S2 - S1 | S0 and S1 - S0

transitions for the non-reaction (NR) and reaction channels
(Rx). The first instance of a state transition (hop) from either
transitions S2 - S1 - S0 or S1 - S0 is used.

Both models suggest that quenching from the S2 (S) state
occur preferentially at acute and obtuse angles. For MZGY, first
S2 - S0 hop represent the largest cross section, and occur
primarily at acute angles 15–201 (O-facing H2). S2 - S1 in
contrast occurs at wider angles E1601, while S1 - S0 has a
broad distribuition across all angles. The FWW2 model in
contrast exhibits preferred hops at wide angles (H-facing OH)
at E1451 for most transitions, with exception to S1 - S0 which
is also broad. A second minor peak at low acute angles is also
present. ESI† offers more detailed images of the same account.

Fig. 3 shows the simulated velocity map images obtained
from both models for the quenched H2 and H products. Zero
degrees corresponds to the forward scattering hydrogens, in the
same direction as the Hydrogen molecule’s initial (z) velocity
vector direction. The forward (‘‘F’’) and backward (‘‘B’’) frac-
tion, as defined by the amount less or greater than p/2 angle
respectively, is also shown in the figure. The red scattered

Fig. 1 Branching ratios for the different channels as a function of impact
parameter, models MZGY (left) and FWW2 (right).

Fig. 2 Differential cross section as a function of the angle between the
OH and H2 bond vectors as described in text, at the first instance of
quenching for 6 different channels: Non Reactive (NR) from S2 - S1

(purple), S2 - S0 (green), S1 - S0 (light-blue); non reactive (NR) from
S2 - S1 (orange), S2 - S0 (yellow), S1 - S0 (dark-blue).

Fig. 3 Velocity Map images of the quenched H2 (left) or H product (right)
from the reactive quenching channel in the MZGY (upper) and FWW2
(lower) models. The ‘‘F’’ and ‘‘B’’ labels describe the cross section fraction
in the ‘‘Forward’’ (op/2) or ‘‘Backward’’ (4p/2) directions. The red scat-
tered points in the plot show the OH nascent H atoms, with a size
proportional to their cross-section weight.
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points show the OH nascent H atoms, with a size proportional
to their cross-section weight; these are B2% of H atoms in
MZGY (21 trajectories), and 13% in FWW2. The VMI for IP
greater (less) than 3 Å are provided as ESI,† and show an
expectedly dominant forward (backward) distribuition.
Forward scattering H products have a higher velocity; trajec-
tories with angles op/2 have an average of 14.5 (MZGY) 14.3
(FWW2) km s�1 compared to 12.8 (MZGY) 13.3 (FWW2) km s�1

for angles 4 p/2. By the time H2O and Hydrogen are away from
the interaction region, the internal energy distribution of water
is very similar for all 3 DOF and rotational energy. The mean H
velocity as a function of b does not change substantially
(B12 km s�1 for MZGY, 13–15 km s�1 for FWW2). The spread
of velocities is broad (see below), contrasting with the H2 maps,
which exhibit in both models a high translational energy
release. MZGY suggests an overall dominant backwards scatter-
ing of H2 (75% of H2 o p/2) and H (63%). In contrast, FWW2
slightly favours forward scattered H products (52%) while slight
backward for H2 (52%). MZGY OH nascent H products favor a
forward scattered angle, with a mean angle of 761 (80%
occurring at low, o2.5 a0, IP) in contrast to a more isotropic
distribution for FWW2 of 891 (a broader range of IP).

Fig. 4 shows the H product Kinetic Energy (KE) distribution
of both models, with the distribution of OH nascent H atoms in
green. Both models are qualitatively similar, with exception to
the OH nascent H product, which for MZGY the maxima lies
around 1.5 eV (modest number of 21 samples).

Fig. 1 is semi-quantitatively similar to that found by ref. 8,
for both models. By integrating until the last bin containing
quenching trajectories, the non-quenching channels represent
at least 86% of the cross section. This dominant non-
quenching channel qualitatively agrees with experimental work
by Brouard et al.;3 nevertheless, they suggests an approximate
3 : 1 ratio. One can expect that inclusion of Renner–Teller
coupling, neglected by these models, would lead to an signifi-
cant increase quenching further by a substantial factor, poten-
tially putting in closer in line with experiments.11 The non-
reaction channel is 3.8 (MZGY) and 4.1 (FWW2) times greater
than the reaction channel, which is agreement with Collins
et al.5 This contrasts with earlier estimated results by Lester
et al.20,24 suggesting the opposite trend. Nevertheless, as argued
elsewhere,9 their estimate was based on a poor estimate of the
size of non-quenching channels; upon correction,3 the non-
reaction channel becomes the dominant one. The reaction
branching ratio decays more rapidly as a function of b in the

MZGY model, making strongly forward scattered H product less
likely (in contrast to the FWW2), as observed in Fig. 3.

The near co-linear CNn geometries are favored as the domi-
nant quenching channel agrees with previously reported
results.8,9 There is a long range (dipole-quadrapole) interaction
at linear or perpendicular to H2 orientations depending on the
atom OH face. Quenching in FWW2 model strongly prefers H-
facing OH entrance channel which also dominates the mecha-
nism leading the production of Hydrogen (Fig. 2). This is in
disagreement with the recent simulations,8 which imply the
opposite results. Its worth noting they used six times greater
collisional energies. The long range potential is determined by
FWW1, and although semi-quantitatively similar to FWW2, may
well be over-emphasizing this channel. When hopping, the OH3

complex tends to form a rhombus complex structure with the
oxygen at a long end, consistent with an angle of E1451 (Fig. 2).
In such orientations, S2 - S1 is the largest quenching channel
(FWW2); from there, the broad distribuition of angles for S1 - S0

(for both models) show that by the time the transition takes place
the H2 has already formed a chaotic, energetic complex with all
hydrogens exchanging. The lifetime of incident H-facing OH
complexes is estimated nearly 3 times greater than O-facing
(see ESI†), increasing quenching. The MZGY model also shows
this attractive entrance channel with H-facing hydroxide, but the
dynamic steering effect is weaker, complex lifetime shorter
(compared with FWW2), non-adiabatic coupling is comparatively
absent (see ESI†) and consequently is not a dominant channel
(Fig. 2). The S2 - S0 direct transfer to the ground state occurs
largely at O-facing OH geometries. Particularly for MZGY, also
being the mechanism for the OH nascent H product (see below).

A OH + D2 cross-beam VMI image by Ortiz-Suárez et al.4 is
reproduced as ESI.† Mean collision energies are estimated at
E0.16 eV, three times higher than in the simulations presented
here. They observed two H product velocity distributions; a
(likely low b) backward scattered channel representing 25% of
the cross-section, and a dominant forward channel (75%). The
KE distribuition of both channels are similar, peaking E0.5 eV
with a long tail to the maximum available energy (E4 eV), in
broad agreement with other work.20 This is in qualitative
disagreement with the MZGY and in only slight agreement
with FWW2. Since forward scattering is clearly dominated by
larger IP trajectories, the MZGY model may well not be char-
acterizing the long range-interactions sufficiently. The OH
nascent H product channel, which is largely forward scattered
(Fig. 3) may also be underestimated. OH nascent H products of
FWW2 arise from long-lived complexes, nearly twice as long as
otherwise. This is a consequence of a strong randomization of
the energy amongst the H atoms, which agrees with the models
weak dependence of this processes as a function of IP, and the
overall isotropic distribution. Visual inspection of trajectories
also agrees with this assessment. Given the reactive cross
section is most prominent for impact parameters b o 6a0,
the collisional energy results in a typical orbit period for the
system in the range of hundreds (o800 fs) of femtoseconds; the
B160 fs the diatoms spend interacting is enough to result in an
isotropic distribuition.

Fig. 4 H product kinetic energy distribution in the FWW2 (left) and MZGY
(right) models. The OH nascent H product also shown (green).
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Lester et al.19,20 estimated two velocity distributions of the
nascent H atoms with average KEs of 0.12 and 1.65 eV. OD + H2

scattering result in 75% HOD and 25% H2O products of the
reaction cross section (60/40% for OH). The Nascent H atoms in
OD + H2 - H + HOD, have a low average KE peaking at 0.15 eV,
2/3 with less than 0.5 eV and a long 4 eV tail. In contrast the D +
H2O, product deuterium distribuition exhibits a second
shoulder peaking at 1.8 eV, and more KE released into the
translational DOF. This latter distribuition is naturally attrib-
uted to an insertion mechanism of the OH into the H2
molecule, likely at low IP. Collisional energies range in 0.005–
0.05 eV, and appear qualitatively consistent.19,20 Together, the
models used here may be able to partially flesh out some of
these observations. The MZGY only gave a very limited number
of OH nascent H product trajectories. Most of these (490%)
can be described as a H2 insertion mechanism and forward
ejected OH nascent H product, which explains the second
shoulder peak shown in Fig. 4. Although the OH nascent H
product is underestimated by MZGY, it displays the correct
channels when compared to experimental KE H product
distributions.20 Although such an insertion mechanism is also
present in the FWW2 model results, these comprise a small
number (o15%) of the reactions (1.8 eV shoulder is weakly
apparent in Fig. 4. Instead, the majority of OH nascent H
product trajectories start with the OH H atom pointing towards
the H2 (as discussed above); an attractive potential leads to a
relatively long-lived (10 o t o 70 fs) configuration with all H3

shuffling while the complex rotates (leading to the isotropic
distribution observed in Fig. 3) explaining why it has a similar
distribuition in Fig. 4 for the overall nascent H products. In
contrast with MZGY, where the OH nascent H via the H-facing
OH entrance channel mechanism appears as a very minor, with
only 3 trajectories with incident H-facing OH. The distributions
of H products with energies below 1 eV (the dominant higher
peak) in experiments20 could tentatively be assigned to the
(incident H-facing) OH shuffling of H atoms in a long-lived
complex. While the secondary, high energy peak can be attrib-
uted to the forward scattered OH nascent H product with a
higher KE release via an insertion mechanism.

Two models, MZGY9 FWW28 where used to simulate molecu-
lar beam scattering experiments. Velocity maps, branching ratios,
channel cross sections and H-product translational distributions
where estimated. Results for branching ratios and cross sections
are in semi-quantitative agreement with previous simulations.
Both suggest the non-quenching to be dominant, albeit more
than experimentally measured.3 The non-reactive channel is at
least three times greater than the reactive channel, in agreement
with experimental estimates.9,20,24 The FWW2 favors quenching
around a H-facing OH orientation, while MZGY only if it
quenches via S1 first (direct S0 prefers O-facing incoming OH).
Experiments4 suggesting a dominant forward scattered H pro-
ducts is only modest agreement with FWW2 and weak disagree-
ment with MZGY. Nevertheless, together both models describe
reactive channels that might help explain the experimental
observations. The models suggest that the low KE release of H
is likely a result of energy redistribution during the (100–200 fs)

lifetime of the OH3 complex. This complex may form from the
dynamical steering of the OH at either H or O-facing the H2

molecule, the Hydrogen facing entrance channel leading to more
chaotic behavior (more isotropic distribuition, and possibly,
longer lived). An O-facing OH leads to a more likely insertion
mechanism, with a higher KE release of the nascent H product,
leading to the 1.8 eV second shoulder observed in experiments.
This mechanism, as well as high impact parameter, abstraction
reactions lead to a dominant forward scattered observed by
experiments. Thanks to these models, the mechanism behind
these experiments is beginning to come into focus.
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